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The future of humanity depends on wetlands. This ecosystem
provides and purifies our water, while replenishing the
groundwater. It also provides the rice and fish that feed
billions of people, acts as a natural sponge for protection
against flooding and drought, ensures coastal protection
as sea levels rise, and helps fight climate change.
Yet the general public are largely unaware of these vital
benefits. If anything, wetlands are equated with wasteland ;
something to be filled in or converted to other uses. In fact
scientists estimate that 64 % of the world’s wetlands have
disappeared since 1900.
For World Wetlands Day 2015, we’re asking for your
help in turning the tide and helping to create awareness
of just how essential wetlands are for our future.

www.worldwetlandsday.org

World Wetlands Day is made
possible by the
Danone Fund for Water.

Convention on Wetlands

For World Wetlands Day, we are specifically taking aim at the
target group of tomorrow : youth aged 15 -24.
Why youth ? Teens and young adults have a growing interest
in environmental issues, are tech savvy, and have a strong belief
in their own ability to make a difference. Crucially, they also
act as “transmitters,” spreading the word to their families and
friends, causing a ripple effect that reaches the wider public.
You play an important role in reaching the youth audience.

World Wetlands Day 2015:
three -step strategy

1

Provide an activity that gives youth
a reason to visit and experience
wetlands personally: the Wetlands
Youth Photo Contest.

parallel, educate youth on the
2 Inbenefits
of wetlands and inject a

sense of urgency about their rapid
disappearance.

a seed for them to take action
3 Plant
on wetlands, and help them
consider next steps they could take.

Reasons to visit wetlands :
Wetlands Youth Photo Contest
Contest is open to anyone
aged 15-24.
All photos must be taken with a
phone or digital camera in a wetland
area between 2 February and
2 March 2015, and uploaded to
www.worldwetlandsday.org.
All usage rights pass to Ramsar.
Grand prize : airfare to a famous
wetland of winner’s choosing,
courtesy of Star Alliance Biosphere
Connections.
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Educate youth on benefits of
wetlands and their alarming loss
Prior to or during site visits, teachers
and other educators, community
leaders and wetlands experts
underscore the essential benefits
of wetlands.
Digital support materials include
hand-outs with compelling examples
and argumentation, and a Powerpoint
presentation.

Plant a seed for action on
wetlands and offer a next step
Starting on 2 February 2015, youth
will be able to make a personal
pledge online at
www.worldwetlandsday.org
General suggestions for “what
can I do” are provided in a World
Wetlands Day hand-out.
As a teacher, organizer or partner
organization, you can also play a
critical role in offering real, concrete
“next steps” for youth to take locally.

How can you help as a WWD partner
and organizer ?
Teachers, event organizers and
partner organizations will play a
vital role in all three steps of
World Wetlands Day. Here are a
few ideas for how you can help :

Promote World Wetlands Day
Help create awareness of the day,
and particularly of the Wetlands Youth
Photo Contest. Use posters provided
or create your own materials using
the WWD sample layouts.

Promote or assist a local
Ramsar Site
If there’s a designated Wetland of
International Importance (Ramsar Site)
in your area, get in touch with the
managers of the site and see
if they have a specific issue where
they could use your help – or that
of your students! Consult the list
of Ramsar Sites by country at
www.ramsar.org / sites-countries /
the-ramsar-sites.
Make World Wetlands Day part
of another event
If you’ve already got an event or
initiative planned, consider how
World Wetlands Day could support
or enrich it. Use WWD ideas and
materials to create a display or add a
wetlands aspect to your activity.
Create or offer a “next step” for
youth to take action on wetlands
Youth will be able to enter their
own personal pledge on the World
Wetlands Day website.

Organize a wetlands site visit
for youth
If you are a teacher or related to any
sort of community or youth-related
group, organizing a wetlands field
trip between 2 February and 2 March
2015 will help in several ways :

· Give youth the opportunity

to experience wetlands personally

· Increase hunger for knowledge
about this ecosystem

· Encourage entries into the photo
contest

Coordinate an educational event
around World Wetlands Day
Identify a specific group locally that
you believe needs to understand the
vital importance of wetlands, and find
an interesting way to appeal to them !
( Check out our tips for organizing and
promoting educational events. )
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Partners and organizers can help
extend the effect of World Wetlands
Day by giving youth real, concrete
actions to take on wetlands locally.
These might include :

· Organizing a local wetlands
clean-up

· Volunteering at a wetlands site
· Taking everyday decisions with
awareness of the environment

· Joining a wetlands, water or

conservation-related organization

For teachers
Classroom discussion
ideas

After outlining the critical benefits that wetlands provide
and the alarming pace of their loss, teachers could direct
classroom discussion in several different ways :
Why is it that wetlands are so very important, yet their
benefits remain largely unknown ? What factors contribute
to this lack of awareness ? And why have wetlands so
often been considered wasteland ?
Ask students to envision a world without wetlands. Given
the numerous benefits that wetlands provide for humanity,
what implications would their complete disappearance have ?
What would change locally, regionally and globally ?
What are the root causes for the worldwide loss in wetlands ?
And for loss in wetlands locally ? Then turn the question
around and ask how these causes can be addressed.
What kind of action could someone take individually that
will make a difference ?

Teacher resources
on wetlands

National Geographic provides a range of teacher materials
on related issues :
Wetlands
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/topics/wetlands/?ar_a=1
Estuaries
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/topics/estuaries/?ar_a=1
Biodiversity
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/topics/biodiversity?ar_a=1
The US Environmental Protection Agency has this list
of teacher resources on wetlands :
http://water.epa.gov/type/wetlands/outreach/education_index.cfm#cg
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For event organizers
Event organizing tips

If you are putting a specific World Wetlands Day
educational event together, there are several things
you may want to consider:
Know your audience
Understanding who your audience
is will increase the chances of
making your event both effective
and memorable.

· If you are not aiming for youth,

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
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who do you plan to target ? Is there
a specific subset of visitors who
are decision makers who you want
to influence ?
Will you invite local experts
to participate, present or lead
discussions ?
Do you need to frame the
wetlands issue in a certain way
for your audience ?
If they are already environmentally
aware, what “next step” might
you ask them to take ?
Can you provide them with a step
to take during or after your event,
the site visit, or online ?
What core concerns or beliefs
can you build on to increase their
willingness to act for wetlands ?

Pick a format
There are many different types
of events for influencing people ;
each has their own strengths. Which
do you think would best reach to
your target audience ?
Info table or poster display in
a high-traffic location
Presentation to an audience with
a Q&A session afterwards
Panel discussion with several experts
and a moderator ( perhaps you ? )
A guided wetlands site visit
Wetlands clean-up

Decide how to measure your
success
Number
of attendees
·
· Pledges for action or number
of “first steps”

· Two polls of your participants ;

one at the start of your activity and
one at the end

Attract press coverage
· Find out who covers environmental
topics for your local newspaper, radio
or TV station.

· Send them a simple notice of your

event, and follow up with a personal
invitation by phone or e-mail.

· Give journalists an interesting angle
such as an expert who is speaking,
or fun facts that they can mention.

· Reach out to bloggers in your area

who are interested in environmental
and sustainable development issues.

Share on social media
· https://www.facebook.com/RamsarConventionOnWetlands

· https://twitter.com/RamsarConv
· http://instagram.com/ramsar_convention_on_wetlands

Our expert advice: keep it simple
and focus on one activity!
It’s often better to focus your team
on one tactic for World Wetlands
Day and do it well, than to try to
coordinate three or four activities.

For all World Wetlands Day supporters
To help with your World Wetlands Day activities,
there’s a wide assortment of materials you can download,
use and adapt from www.worldwetlandsday.org

World Wetlands Day
publicity materials

Support materials

Logo

· Guide for teachers and organizers
· Powerpoint presentations on the

World Wetlands Day logo
Posters

benefits of wetlands and their loss

Three World Wetlands Day posters

· Four Ramsar fact sheets covering
the technical topics outlined
in greater detail

· “Join us” call-to-action poster
· Photo contest poster
· Version for local adaptation

Social media
World Wetlands Day will be supported
with a social media campaign.

Guidelines
Graphic and logo guidelines and
a template page for creating
your own materials in the WWD look

· Facebook/RamsarConventionOnWet-

Hand-outs

· Twitter/@RamsarConv
· Instagram/ramsar_convention_on_

lands

Four World Wetlands Day hand-outs
( also usable as posters or flyers )

wetlands

· Seven ways wetlands ensure
our future

· Facts and paradoxes affecting
our future

· A future without wetlands ?
· Safeguard our future :

www.worldwetlandsday.org

what you can do !
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Capture this in a photo!

Name or title of your wetlands
educational event here

on 2 February
Find out why
they’re essential
to our future

2 février 2015
Wetlands
are essential to our future...
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Experience
wetlands
for yourself

Journée mondiale Zones humides
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Enter the
Wetlands Youth
Photo Contest

Make a pledge
to take action
for wetlands

2 February 2015
11:00 –12:00
Location name

Describe your event in a brief text
block, outlining the format of the event
(panel discussion, presentation, etc.)
Include fun facts that act as a hook
for your audience. You may want
to highlight speakers in a list:

How to get there
Add brief directions by car or
by public transportation.
You may wish to insert a small
map here.

Joe Bloggs
Marine Biologist

Wetlands Youth Photo Contest
starts on 2 February 2015
Take a picture of your favourite wetlands
location with your phone or digital camera
between 2 February and 2 March 2015
Upload it to the World Wetlands Day
website for a chance to win a free flight to
a famous wetland of your choice, courtesy
of Star Alliance Biosphere Connections

Maxine Musterman
Expert on migratory birds
Pierre Imaginaire
Manager of Ramsar Site name

Wetlands ensure fresh water
for all of us
Only 3 % of the world’s water is fresh,
and most of that is frozen. Yet every
human needs 20-50 litres of water
a day for basic drinking, cooking
and cleaning. Wetlands provide that
water. They also help replenish
groundwater aquifers.

2 Wetlands purify and filter harmful

waste from water
Plants from wetlands can help absorb
harmful fertilizers and pesticides,
as well as heavy metals and toxins
from industry.

3 Wetlands feed humanity

70 % of all fresh water extracted
globally is used for crop irrigation.

www. yourwebsiteaddresshere.org
www.worldwetlandsday.org

Wetlands provide sustainable
livelihoods and products
61.8 million people depend directly
on fishing and fisheries for a living.

biodiversity
Wetlands are home to more than
100,000 known freshwater species
alone, and that number is growing
every year.

Timber for building, vegetable oil,
medicinal plants, animal fodder,
and stems and leaves for weaving
can all originate from sustainably
managed wetlands.

In just 10 years, 272 new species
of freshwater fish were discovered
in the Amazon.
Wetlands are essential to bird life,
breeding and migration.

World Wetlands Day is made
possible by the
Danone Fund for Water.

www.worldwetlandsday.org
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One single adult oyster can filter
nearly 200 litres of water per day,
removing sediments and chemical
contaminants from coastal waters.

The water hyacinth is the “Jekyll and
Hyde” plant of the wetlands world.
In its native Amazon, it purifies the
water and absorbs heavy metals. In
Lake Victoria in East Africa, it purifies,
but also becomes an invasive weed
that spreads like wildfire. Under
some conditions, the plant can double
in volume in as little as five days.

A portion of the sewage from the
Indian city of Kolkata (metropolitan
population over 14 million) is treated
effectively by the East Kolkata marshes,
which also provide livelihoods to
20,000 people.

Peatlands cover 3 % of the world’s
land area, but they hold 30 % of all
carbon stored on land. This is twice
the amount stored in forests globally.
But when they are burned or
drained for agriculture, they go

from being a carbon sink to a carbon
source. CO2 emissions from peatland drainage, fires and exploitation
equate to 10 % of annual fossil fuel
emissions.
Coastal wetlands are both a victim
and a hero in the climate change
drama. Reefs, mangroves and
saltmarshes are caught between
the rising oceans and human
development along coastlines.
Yet at the same time, they bind the
shoreline together, preventing
erosion and slowing storm surges,
and increasing resilience to
climate change.

Wetlands range in size from your
local pond to the Pantanal in Brazil,
Bolivia and Paraguay, which covers an
area three times the size of Ireland.

Convention on Wetlands

World Wetlands Day is made
possible by the
Danone Fund for Water.

www.worldwetlandsday.org

La Journée mondiale des zones
humides est rendue possible grâce
au Fond Danone pour l’eau.
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Posters
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Convention sur les zones humides

El Día Mundial de los Humedales
hecho posible gracias al
Fondo Danone para el Agua.
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El Día Mundial de los Humedales
hecho posible gracias al
Fondo Danone para el Agua.

The pyramids of ancient Egypt arose
thanks to wetlands ; many early
civilizations evolved as agriculture
took root along the Nile, Tigris,
Euphrates, Mekong and Yangtze.

Wetlands are not just found in low-lying
areas. The world’s highest mountain
wetland is Panch Pokhri, a group
of three sacred lakes in Nepal.
The highest of these is 5,494 m above
sea level.

shock absorbers
Peatlands and wet grasslands in
river basins act as natural sponges,
absorbing rainfall, creating wide
surface pools that ease flooding in
rivers. The same storage capacity
can also safeguard against drought.

El Día Mundial de los Humedales
hecho posible gracias al
Fondo Danone para el Agua.

La Journée mondiale des zones
humides est rendue possible grâce
au Fond Danone pour l’eau.

Two sides to every story

At least 64% of the world’s wetlands
have disappeared since 1900.

5 Wetlands act as nature’s

By entering, you agree that the
Ramsar Convention Secretariat can
use your photo for publicity purposes
worldwide with no restrictions.
Full terms and conditions can be found
on the World Wetlands Day website.

L O G O
Convention on Wetlands
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4 Wetlands are bursting with

for your own
World Wetlands Day is made
possible by the
Danone Fund for Water.

In the face of rising sea levels,
coastal wetlands reduce the impact
of typhoons and tsunamis. They also
bind the shoreline and resist erosion.

Strange but true

Open to anyone aged 15 -24

SPACE
www.worldwetlandsday.org

Peatlands alone store more
than twice as much carbon as all
the forests in the world !

The average human consumes 19kg
of fish each year. Most commercial
fish breed and raise their young
in coastal marshes and estuaries.

The Nakivubo Swamp in Kampala,
Uganda filters sewage and industrial
effluents for free ; a treatment plant
would cost $ 2 million per year.

2 février 2015

6 Wetlands help fight climate change

Rice, grown in wetland paddies, is the
staple diet of nearly three billion people.

Zones humides

des zones humides pour notre avenir
Facts and
paradoxes affecting
our future

2 février 2015
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It’s a frightening possibility. Newly-published estimates
show that 64 % of the world’s wetlands have disappeared
since 1900. In some regions, notably Asia, the loss is
even higher. This rapid decline means that access to fresh
water is eroding for 1 -2 billion people worldwide, while flood
control, carbon storage and traditional wetland livelihoods
all suffer. Biodiversity has also been affected. Populations
of freshwater species have declined by 76 % between
1970 and 2010 according to WWF’s Living Planet Index.
Ramsar jointly sponsors the Wetlands
Extent Index, another indicator of
the loss in recent decades, which
measures the decrease in a global
sampling of more than 1000 wetland
sites between 1970 and 2008. Overall,
these sites shrank by an average
of 40 % over the period. Individual
wetlands and regions vary widely, but
the continuing trend is unmistakable.

Wetlands provide a multitude
of benefits, including filtering
our water, ensuring biodiversity,
protecting our coastlines,
and mitigating climate change.
Yet half of the world’s wetlands
have disappeared in the last
century... So what can you
actually do to help turn the tide?
Experience wetlands for yourself
Check the list of Ramsar Sites
www.ramsar.org/sites-countries/
the-ramsar-sites and see if there’s
a designated Wetland of International
Importance in your area. Talk with
the managers there about what kind
of help they could use.

Relative extent (1970 = 1)

Educate others
Host an event to help others understand the benefits that wetlands
bring, both globally and locally.
Drop a some fun facts and paradoxes
into the conversation.

Get involved in World
Wetlands Day

Organize a wetlands clean-up
In populated areas, wetlands often
attract rubbish. Together in a group,
clean-up can be achieved in a few
hours. Take pictures before and after
to highlight the difference.

Join with others to make
a difference
Many organizations and networks
already work for wetlands and
their sustainable use. If you feel
strongly about the issue, consult
the Ramsar website for partners,
and link up with their efforts.

Take everyday decisions with
the environment in mind
 Buy sustainably raised or caught
seafood, organic produce and meat.

Visit a wetlands site and enter
Wetlands Youth Photo Contest.
Make a pledge to take action.

 Use reusable bags at the grocery
store.
 Take shorter showers.
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 Recycle household trash, and make
sure that batteries and other harmful
waste do not end up in landfills –
or in wetlands !
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 If you have a garden, select native
plants and use organic fertilizer
where possible.
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Safeguard
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future:
what you can do!
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What is driving this loss?
Unfortunately, wetlands are often
viewed as wasteland ; something to
be drained, filled and converted
to other purposes.
The main causes of wetlands loss
and degradation are :
 Major changes in land use, especially
an increase in agriculture and grazing
 Air and water pollution and excess
nutrients
 Water diversion through dams,
dikes and canalization
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2006 08
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